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THE PROGRAM
Australia: The Wild Top End 3D’s stunning visuals present 
one of the most pristine wilderness areas on earth - a 
place where extreme weather and rugged terrain can still 
keep the modern world out, and is home of the world’s 
largest reptile: the saltwater crocodile.

The film’s story follows the life of a saltwater croc from 
hatchling to boss croc as he traverses the length north-
ern Australia - a journey that covers 7000 kilometers and 
over thirty years. Caspar the Croc’s journey takes him 
from the pristine uninhabited beaches of the Kimberley 
on Australia’s west coast, all the way to the oldest rainfor-
est on earth, near the magnificent Great Barrier Reef. The 
film visits the escarpments and magnificent waterfalls of 
Arnhem Land, where hundreds of Indigenous art sites - 
some tens of thousands of years old - are concealed in 
ancient caves.

Along the way the characters that make their living in this 
wild place present their stories, including a biologist who 
braves rugged remote Arnhem Land escarpment looking 
for rare and undescribed frog species and a croc farmer 
who risks life and limb harvesting saltwater croc eggs in 
the wild. [adapted from presskit]

INTRODUCTION
Australia: The Wild Top End 3D is 
an awe inspiring look into of one 
of the most remote areas on the 
planet. This Giant Screen film, 
narrated by Balang T E Lewis, 
an actor and Indigenous Elder 
from the Arnhem Land region, will 
inspire students to want to know 
more about these ‘wild’ places and 
systems.

The film brings audiences up close 
and personal with the wildlife and 
the people in Northern Australia’s 
wild ‘Top End”. The stunning 
visuals transport viewers to pristine 
wilderness areas where the oldest 
surviving human culture has lived 
continuously for over 50,000 years.

In viewing this film students are 
helped to better understand the 
lives of the inhabitants through 
the tropical wet and dry seasons. 
Viewers see ancient landscapes, 
pristine uninhabited beaches and 
rainforests teeming with reptiles, 
birds, amphibians and marsupials. 
The life cycle of the massive 
saltwater crocodile is described 
through the story of one male, 
from egg to giant adulthood. 
The film follows the hunt for new 
frog species in the ecosystem, 
examines the connection between 
croc egg farming and crocodile 
conservation, explores a living cave 
with ancient Indigenous artwork, 
and reveals the deep connection 
first Australians have with their 
country.

 * Credits
 - Director: Nick Robinson
 - Producers: Electra Manikakis, Caspar Mazzotti, Nick Robinson
 - Narrator: Balang T.E. Lewis
 - Cinematography: Nick Robinson, Caspar Mazzotti.
 - Underwater Cinematography: Jon Shaw.
 - Associate Producers: Tim Maddocks, Tom Harberd.
 - Executive Producers: David Gross, John Maynard, John Weiley, Phil 

Hunt, Compton Ross, Mark Kresser, Bob Kresser.
 - Editors: Caspar Mazzotti, Paul Phelan.
 - Written by Nick Robinson.
 - Distributed in Australia and New Zealand by Footprint Films, and  

distributed in the rest of the world by K2 Films Australia Pty., Ltd.

A saltwater crocodile
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BALANG T E LEWIS Balang T E. Lewis was born and raised in South 
Eastern Arnhem Land, Northern Territory amongst the Murrungun tribe where 
today their lands are federally protected. For much of his early life he worked 
as a bricklayer and stockman in order to make ends meet. However this was 
only a front for his real drive and ambition to pursue a life of artistic merit. Most 
notably, Balang has shown his talents in both the musical and theatrical arena.

He has worked with many renowned theatrical companies such as Playbox 
and Melbourne Theatre Company and has produced internationally recognised 
work. But the real success story for Balang was his transition from theatre into 
film earning his first breakthrough role as the title character in the film “Chant 
Of Jimmie Blacksmith” (1978); a film which won a Palme d’Or nomination at 
the 1978 Cannes Film Festival. Balang’s film career has been as broad as it 
has been long with him playing a multitude of complex, realistic and mostly 
recognisable indigenous characters. Some of his most notable characters 
include Two Bob, an outlaw in the commercially and critically successful “The 
Proposition” (2005) and Jimmy Conway in the film “Red Hill” (2010) in which he 
played the main antagonist, an escaped and extremely vengeful convict. More 
recently he appeared in the thriller Goldstone (2016).

DR JODI ROWLEY Dr Jodi Rowley is a biologist with a focus on 
Australasian amphibian diversity, ecology and conservation. Growing up in 
Sydney, she completed her undergraduate degree at the University of New 
South Wales (Sydney, Australia), and my PhD at James Cook University 
(Townsville, Australia). During my PhD she investigated how behaviour influ-
ences how susceptible frog species are to decline from disease.
In 2006 she moved to Cambodia to work as a wildlife biologist for international 
conservation organisation Conservation International and began conducting 
amphibian research and scientific capacity-building in Southeast Asia. So far, 
she has conducted 26 expeditions in Southeast Asia (mainly Vietnam) in search 
of amphibians.

She joined the Australian Museum (Sydney, Australia) in 2008, and her re-
search continues to uncover and document amphibian biodiversity, assess 
conservation status, and inform conservation decisions. She is currently a Tier 
I Member of the IUCN Amphibian Red List Authority (updating the conservation 
assessments for amphibians in the region) and co-chair for Mainland Southeast 
Asia of the IUCN Species Survival Commission Amphibian Specialist Group. 
Her current role is Curator of Amphibian & Reptile Conservation Biology, a joint 
appointment with the Australian Museum and UNSW Australia.

Teacher background

Aboriginal seasons: Seasons in the tropics 
have more than the ‘wet’ and the ‘dry’. In the 
Kakadu region for example the local people list 
six, namely:

• Gunumeleng: Pre-Monsoon Storm Season
• Gudjewg: Monsoon Season
• Banggerreng: Knock ‘em down storm 

Season
• Yegge: Cooler but still humid Season
• Wurrgeng: Cold Weather Season
• Gurrung: Hot Dry Weather

Reference:  
http://www.savanna.org.au/all/climate.html

Levels: Activities in this guide are 
designed for Upper primary to mid-
dle secondary (Years 5 -9). Content 
in Australia: The Wild Top Endalso 
suitable for Senior level Biology

Learning areas:
Science Understandings: Biological 
sciences, Science inquiry skills, 
Science as a human endeavour
History: The ancient world
Arts: Media Arts

Cross Curriculum Priorities: 
Sustainability, Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander Histories and 
Cultures

General Capabilities: Critical and 
creative thinking, Ethics. Cross 
cultural understanding
Reference: ACARA https:/acara.
edu.au/curriculum

Related content topics: Predator/ 
Prey relationships, Food webs, 
Biodiversity, Ecosystems, 
Endangered species. Tropical habi-
tats and seasons, Cultural story 
telling

 * Classroom connections

Key cast

Balang T.E. Lewis, the 
narrator of the series, at 
his Katherine, NT home

Dr Jodie Rowley, biologist, 
on a mission to survey 
frogs in the wetlands of 
the Northern Territory
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 * Viewing questions and 
Discussion starters

The following is a list of possible discussion starters, 
depending on the study focus.

During or after viewing Australia: The Wild Top End 3D, 
encourage students to record any information that they 
find disturbing/new/interesting/wonder about, includ-
ing but not limited to ideas such as scientific research, 
environmental and sustainability issues, species and 
life cycles and food webs, and storytelling, filming and 
documentary film making processes about the geo-
graphical, biological and cultural histories of the area.

scientific research?
7. What do you think might be some difficulties of 

conducting scientific research in remote and isolated 
places?

8. Do you think crocodile conservation is important? In 
what ways?

9. What are some features of scientific documentary films 
that can make them of more interest for you?

LEARNING 
ACTIVITIES

 * Before viewing
Ask students what they think might be in a film called 
Australia: The Wild Top End 3D?.

Discuss with students their prior knowledge of science 
research, predators and crocodiles in particular before 
watching. Ask students about other 3D films they have 
seen. In what ways might 3D films be more engaging? Use 
the following list of questions and/or Worksheets 1 and 2 
to help focus on the topic of the film and establish student 
prior knowledge and interests.

Depending on the focus of using the film have students 
devise their own questions or select from the following 
opening engagement questions eg

1. What do you think of the film title Australia: The Wild 

Top End 3D?
2. Do you think it is important for us to search for more 

knowledge about and conserve our wild places? Give 
your reasons.

3. What do you know and what would you like to know 
about creatures that are dangerous to humans in north-
ern Australia, such as crocodiles?

4. What are predators and what important roles might 
they play in natural environments?

5. What predators are found in northern Australian habitats?
6. What activities and processes do you think of as 

An aerial view of Jim Jim 
waterfall, Kakadu National Park
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 * Responding
The following sets of questions address content in the sections of the film for ease of review.

Features of the wild top end of Australia: 
(0-15minutes)

“Northern Australia’s isolated geological past and hot hu-

mid climate has created a land full of weird and wonderful 

creatures.” (01:02:42 VO)

Focus question: What isolates Australia’s wild top end?

1. Where is Australia’s wild top end and what lives there?
2. What do you think is most weird and/or wonderful 

about the top end?
3. What do you think are some reasons that part of the 

wild top end is conserved as Australia’s largest terres-
trial National Park?

The wet season: Water is the lifeblood of the 
country (15-28minutes)

“It’s been like this for thousands of years. Many of the 

animals have become adapted to these regular burns. That 

whistling kite, Bini, he loves to hunt small animals that flee 
the fire fronts”. (01:28:24 VO)

“And they’re smart fellas too. My people have seen them 

carry burning branches over to new areas and start fires 
there.” (01:28:41 VO)

Focus question: What main physical factors influence the 
environment of the top end?

4. How are crocodiles important to the health of the 
environment?

5. What has helped the crocodiles to come back from the 
brink of extinction?

6. Why do the traditional owner ‘gardeners’ say they burn 
the vegetation at the end of the wet season?

Our history: Marked on the ground  
(28- 33minutes)

“Our most important law is to look after the land. It’s 

a gift to you and me. We don’t own it. We belong 

to it.”

Focus question: How long is the human history of Australia?

7. *** Not sure how this question is relevant?
8. What makes up the deep respect for the land of the 

traditional peoples?
9. What did you find the most interesting part of the cul-

tural story presented about the Wild Top End of the film 
title?

The dry season: Competition is fierce 
(33-45minutes)

“A little further west in the Kimberley region over 1000 un-

inhabited beaches lie waiting. This is arguably the wildest 

tropical coastline on earth. It’s a huge area with virtually no 

human population.”(01:34:02 Voiceover)

Focus question: What is the web of life in the top end 
ecosystem?

10. What makes the dry season more competitive for the 
saltwater crocodile and other wildlife?

11. What is the range of the saltwater crocodile?
12. Which of the stories of species in the oldest forest on 

earth, the Gondwana forest, was of most interest to 
you while watching the film?

Clockwise top left: Living dinosaur; White Bellied 
Sea Eagle; Aerial view of Cooper Creek rainforest, in 
Queensland’s Daintree rainforest; natures’ cathedral
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 * 1. Knowing/Thinking/
Feeling: about 
Australia: The Wild Top 
End 3D (Worksheet 1)

Recommended to be completed prior 
to watching Australia’s Wild North 3D..

PURPOSE: To record what students 
Know/Think/Feel about Northern 
Australian environments, predators 
and science prior to watching the 
Australia’s Great Wild North 3D film.

CURRICULUM FOCUS: Science; Media Arts; Environmental 
Studies

CROSS CURRICULUM PRIORITY: General Capabilities; Ethics;

THE TASK: Using this worksheet will encourage students to:
• explore their own attitudes towards Australian 

Environments and wildlife;
• develop their knowledge, interest and curiosity about 

conservation of wildlife
• question the basis of their own reactions to science 

and conservation.

FOCUS QUESTION: What did you think of when you first heard 
the title of the film you were about to watch, ‘Australia: The 
Wild Top End 3D’?

TEACHER BACKGROUND: This worksheet will assist in explor-
ing students’ prior knowledge and attitudes to natural 
environments and conservation. It directs attention to what 
they know, what they would like to know, the sources of 
their ideas and raise questions about the natural environ-
ment and wildlife in the top end of Australia.

Interest in storytelling and visuals, particularly of IMAX 
films, wildlife and documentary films in general can also 
be explored, which would help orient studies of the film 
techniques and film making.

What to do

Before viewing: Working as a class:

1. What would you expect to see in a film called 
Australia’s Wild North 3D? Conduct a short discus-
sion to elicit student immediate reactions and attitudes 
towards dangerous animals in general and crocodiles 
in particular. Possible discussion topics include:
Where is ‘Australia’s Wild Top End? How far is it from 
where you live? Who has seen a crocodile in the wild or 
in captivity? How did you feel?
What are some forms of life that we know live in the 
Top End of Australia?
How many species can you name that make up the 
ecosystems in the Top End and what do you know 
about how they interact?
What do you know and think about protection of the 
Top End and Australian environments in general? (see 
also Before viewing questions).:

Working in pairs

2. Hand out Worksheet 1. Ask students to discuss and 
then each individual student to complete their respons-
es on their own worksheet.

After viewing: Working as a class:

3. Review students’ individual recorded responses to the 
film visuals and content.
Ask: How effective is the 3D format for this film’s 
storyline? Who were the filmmakers? What worked for 
you in the film? What was interesting in the way it was 
presented? What would it be like to work on a film called 
Australia’s Wild North 3D as a scientists or a filmmaker?

WORKSHEET ACTIVITY 
TEACHER NOTES

The Bungle Bungles, 
Purnululu, WA

Water lillies in Arnhem 
Land billabong
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 * 2. That’s wild quiz: What visitors 
should(?) know about the wild 
top end (Worksheet 2)

TEACHER BACKGROUND: Suggested for use before or just 
after watching Australia’s Wild North 3D film, depending 
on teacher purposes and the prior knowledge/age levels 
of students. The questions are designed to orient discus-
sions to topics and establish interest rather than extend on 
specific understandings.

PURPOSE: For students to explore their own prior knowledge, 
interest, curiosity and questions about the wild Top End.

THE TASK: Working in pairs, students complete a multiple 
choice quiz and raise questions about the wild Top End of 
Australia.

FOCUS QUESTION: What do you know and want to know 
about the tropical north of Australia?

CURRICULUM FOCUS: SCIENCE: Biology; Science as human 
endeavour,

CROSS CURRICULUM PRIORITY: Sustainability: (OI.6).

What to do

Working as a class

1. Conduct a short class discussion to elicit student prior 
knowledge of, experiences and interests in

• seasons in the tropics;
• predator/prey relationships in the tropics;
• land and water environments in tropical Australia;
• the history of first Australians and their relationships 

with the land.
Make a class list of questions students raise about the 
topic of the film:

Working in groups of 2-4

2. Hand out worksheet 2 and ask students to complete, 
first using just their own background knowledge and/or 
by looking up references.

Working as a class

3. Discuss recorded responses to the quiz. See answers 
and extra information below.
Ask: What did you know about (and not know about) 
the Top End?

Daintree Rainforest

Frillneck Lizard

Kakadu National Park

2
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4. Share ideas raised and add to the class list of student 
questions. Group questions raised eg. classification of 
species, safety in wild places, predators, ecosystems, 
scientific study, conservation.

5. Divide the class into ten groups and allocate one quiz 
question to each group. Ask each group to research 
their question, to find out more about the topic and 
share their findings with the class by writing another 
quiz question on the topic.

Extension: Construct-a-quiz

Students could create their own ten question quiz about a 
species, habitat, ecosystem, conservation or climate in the 
top end.

1. Seasons in the Top End of the Northern Territory are 
generally known as the wet and the dry. There is also 
the ‘build up’, a period before the wet season that 
brings high humidity and clouds but no rain. The build 
up usually.
a. starts in April and runs into June
b. starts in July and runs into September
c. starts in October and runs into December *
 The rain begins as the summer in temperate re-
gions of the Southern Hemisphere begin.

2. Saltwater crocodiles live in which areas of the Northern 
Territory (NT)?
a. freshwater only    b. saltwater only    c. both fresh 

and saltwater areas*
The name saltwater crocodile misleads some people to 
think they only occur in salt water.

3. When in the north of Australia, always clean fish
a. as soon as they are caught to reduce the risk of 

poisoning
b. away from creek and riverbanks for safety*
c. straight into the water to provide food for the wildlife
People should assume that there are crocodiles in any 
waterway, whether they can be seen or not.

4. Most fatal crocodile attacks in the Australia in the past 
20 years have occurred when
a.  people have entered the water outside of desig-

nated swimming areas*
b.  crocodiles entered tents where people are sleeping 

in camping grounds
c.  people take risks when hunting them.
As above, crocodiles can be in any waterway.

5. Saltwater crocodiles were listed as protected after be-
ing hunted almost to extinction in what year?
a. 1971*    b. 1991    c. 2011
Hunting was the main cause of decline.

6. The population of crocodiles in the far north is now 
estimated in the wild to be between:
a. 10 000 and 20 000

b. 100 000 and 200 000 *
c. 100 000 000 and 200 000 000
The increase in numbers since 1971 protection should 
be noted.

7. What is the estimated percentage of Australia’s biodi-
versity not yet discovered and described by science?
a. about 25%
b. about 50%
c. about 75%* <http://www.environment.gov.au/

science/abrs?
The classification of species of frogs in the film high-
lights the issues.

8. Kakadu, which was inscribed as a World Heritage 
National Park in 1981, is located in the tropical north of 
Australia, 130 kilometres east of Darwin. It is the largest 
terrestrial national park in Australia. What is the size of 
the protected area?
a. about 10 000 square kilometres
b. nearly 20, 000 square kilometres*
c. more than 30, 000 square kilometres
Use interactive maps to help students attain some ap-
preciation of sizes and distances in relation to the total 
distances and area of Australia.

9. Predators are defined as
a. any large animal
b. any living thing that eats other animals
c. an animal that kills and eats other animals*
Some large animals are herbivores. Scavengers also eat 
animals, but do not necessarily hunt and kill prey.

10. Baby crocodiles
a. are born male when the temperature of incuba-

tion is high*
b. are born female when the temperature of incubation 

is high
c. incubation temperature does not influence the sex 

of the crocodile
The film discusses this effect in detail

Below is a key to correct answers in the 
worksheet quiz and brief additional Teacher 

Information about the questions.

Croc farmer Joe Wilson meets a new friend during a 
croc egg collecting mission in the Northern Territory
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 * 3. Who eats who: top end food 
chains and webs (Worksheet 3)

Recommended for use as a science learning activity after 
introductory engagement and exploratory activities and 
watching Australia’s Wild North 3D.

THE TASK: Create a class display of food chains and webs 
(and/or pyramids showing trophic levels) based on the 
creatures in Australia’s Wild North

PURPOSE: to allow students to explore and discuss their 
prior knowledge of ways to represent food chains, webs 
and/or pyramids and raise questions about the concepts.

FOCUS QUESTIONS: How do scientists represent feeding 
relationships in ecosystems?

TEACHER BACKGROUND: A food chain follows just one possi-
ble path of connection, It is a single linear pathway shown 
like the direct links in a chain. It shows the energy transfer 
from one living thing to the next.
Food webs show a wide range of chains interconnecting 
the living things in an ecosystem all in the one diagram. 
A wide range of possible interconnections are shown. 
Removing or adding one of the species will influence the 

entire web as will introducing feral species.

FOR OLDER STUDENTS (YEAR 9 AND SENIOR BIOLOGY):  
Food pyramids are another representation that show 
the Apex predators sit at the top trophic level of food 
pyramids. Apex predators are sometimes called keystone 
species, which can be described as a plant or animal that 
plays a crucial or key role in the way a particular eco-
system functions. All species in a habitat interact so the 
functioning of an ecosystem relies on each within a trophic 
level. At the top level or apex of the pyramid there is often 
just one species. If this keystone species is removed from 
an ecosystem, a dramatic change will occur or the system 
breaks down altogether.

CURRICULUM LINKS

General capabilities: Critical and creative thinking
NB The specific Biological sciences outcomes developed 
will depend on the background of students and the chosen 
aims of the study.

Year 7
There are differences within and between groups of 

organisms; classification helps organise this diversity 
(ACSSU111)

Interactions between organisms can be described in terms 
of food chains and food webs; human activity can af-
fect these interactions (ACSSU112)

Year 9
Ecosystems consist of communities of interdependent 

organisms and abiotic components of the environ-
ment; matter and energy flow through these systems 
(ACSSU176)

The values and needs of contemporary society can influ-
ence the focus of scientific research(ACSHE228)

L-R: A pademelon joey in Cooper Creek; 
A saltwater (estuarine) crocodile

Bluetongue Lizard

3
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What to do

Working as a class

1. Share a range of images of food chains and webs and 
pyramids if they are being included, eg using a web 
search, to show students each way of representing 
feeding relationships. What does each representation 
show and not show? How is a chain and a web useful 
for representing feeding relationships in an ecosystem?
Discuss: How much do we know about feeding rela-
tionships in ecosystems in the Top End and how do we 
know what we know?
Conduct a short class discussion to elicit a range of 
current student understandings of

• scientific research and how we find out more about 
food and feeding

• prey/predator relationships and how they can be 
represented

• tropical wet and dry seasons changes in the environ-
ment and how this influences food availability for vari-
ous life forms

Working in individually or in pairs

1. Hand out worksheet 3. Ask students to complete Q1 
using just their own ideas.

Working in groups 2-4

2. After discussing their answers to Q1, ask students to 
complete the worksheet and then add to a class list 
of questions that arise about food webs and species 
interactions including predator/prey relationships.

Working as a class

3. Discuss the responses to the task and questions 
raised, highlighting the main ideas displayed in their 
food chains, webs and/or pyramids:
What do you now think is a predator? What do you 
think are the needs of the many of different forms of life 

that live on, and in, Top End ecosystems?
What are the top predators in the systems?
Apex predators or ‘keystone species’ are at the end 
of the food chain. What threats might exist for such 
species?

4. Create a class display of student created food chains, 
webs and/or pyramids. Discuss what each shows/ 
represents about the ecosystem.

Extension Activity

• Write a short summary of the usefulness of showing 
interactions as food chains and webs. What does each 
show well and not show so well. or

• How important do you think it is to keep exploring and 
learning more about these relationships?

L-R: A spider and a cassowary in the Cooper Creek 
wilderness, Daintree Rainforest, Queensland

A saltwater 
crocodile
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 * 4. Report writing: a closer look at 
conservation issues (Worksheet 4)

PURPOSE: to provide students with an opportunity to 
explain, elaborate on and extend understandings and de-
velop their appreciation of more ethical attitudes towards 
sustainability and conservation.

FOCUS QUESTIONS: What do you know about Top End eco-
systems? What do you think should be protected in Top 
End ecosystems? How might land and marine ecosystems 
be better protected?

THE TASK: To create and present a short report about the 
nature, threats and conservation values of one small(er) 
area seen in Australia’s Wild North 3D

TEACHER BACKGROUND: To be completed after watching 
Australia: The Wild Top End 3D, exploring some of the 
science of predator/prey relationships and discussing con-
servation issues about life in tropical Australia.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:
Cross curriculum priority: Sustainability;
General capabilities: Critical and creative thinking & Ethics;
Science: Science as human endeavour Year 7 & 8
Scientific knowledge changes as new evidence becomes 

available, and some scientific discoveries have signifi-
cantly changed people’s understanding of the world 
(ACSHE134)

What to do

Working as a class:

1. What do you know about national parks and their se-
lection and conservational values? What do you think 
is important to protect in Kakadu, The Kimberley region 
and the Great Barrier Reef?

2. Discuss threats to top end ecosystems that might help 
direct their research

- Climate change:
- Pollution:
- Coastal development 

and Industrialisation:
- Feral species.

Working in groups of 2-4:

3. Complete worksheet 4. Record answers to the follow-
ing questions 1 a-d listed:
a) Why should we work to protect top end 

environments?
b) What is important about the area?
c) Do you think some areas should be set aside as 

reserves and protected from human use?
d) What level/s of protection do you think they should 

be given?
4. Negotiating the task: Have groups discuss the task 

of creating a short report on one specific area within 
Australia’s Top End, including the ecology and conser-
vation value. Ask students to develop and sign a work 
contract for the project, including task details such as the 
format, class time needed, group member roles, word 
length and how the report will be shared with others.

5. Students working in groups, pairs or individually use the 
information gathered to create a report of agreed format 
about the nature and conservation values of the area.

6. Extension Activity: A class display could be created 
using the information gathered in the student reports.

The Bungle Bungles, 
Purnululu, WA

From top: A crocodile; Joe Wilson takes an airboat in the 
Northern Territory on a croc egg collecting mission
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 * 5. People and wild places: create 
a storyboard (Worksheet 5)

(Most Suitable Yrs 7-10 as presented; could be modified 
for other levels)

This activity would be best completed as a culmination to 
the study of Australia’s Wild North.

THE TASK: Create a storyboard to outline a short story about 
the top end from the perspective of one or more of the life 
forms (human or non-human) living there. The story might 
be for a factual book, creative story, script or role play. The 
story should stem from one or more events in the top end 
areas: The Kimberley, Kakadu or the Great Barrier Reef.

TEACHER BACKGROUND

Storyboards: Storyboards assist in making narrative 
structures, elements and symbolism. Digital tools are avail-
able to assist in creating storyboards eg Storyboard That 
<http://www.storyboardthat.com/>

See also
 - Factual writing A to Z < http://www.schoolatoz.nsw.

edu.au/homework-and-study/english/english-a-to-z/-/
english_glossary/bZx8/1062/factual+text+types>

 - Creative non-fiction: True stories well told <https://
www.creativenonfiction.org/cnf-classroom-0>

 - Share with students some techniques of factual books 
(procedures, diaries, reports, persuasive writing and 

recounts) and elements in creative non-fiction writing. 
Drama teaching strategies that might be useful to prior 
to completing the activity include ‘Role on the Wall’ 
and narration, which is used in the film Australia: The 
Wild Top End 3D

 - Role on the Wall strategy: A visual strategy of draw-
ing character outlines to be filled with details, used to 
encourage reflective and critical thinking about a char-
acter in a drama. Use headings within the body shape 
such as Thoughts, Feelings and Actions as prompts 
for ideas. Providing post it notes can assist in flexible 
recording of ideas that can be moved and adjusted.

 - Narration is a strategy that allows performers to 
speak directly to the audience when telling a story. 
Information and comments on the action of the scene 
and motivations can be shared through the words of 
the narrator/s. Characters may narrate, or a performer 
who is not involved in the action can be a ‘narrator’. 
Different narrators can share different aspects of the 
thoughts, feelings and actions of the characters.

CURRICULUM FOCUS: Arts, Science, History, Sustainability

Media Arts: students identify and analyse how representa-
tions of social values and points of view are portrayed in 
the media artworks

Science: Scientific knowledge changes as new evidence 
becomes available, and some scientific discoveries have 
significantly changed people’s understanding of the world 
(ACSHE134)

CROSS CURRICULUM PRIORITY: Sustainability

Clockwise top 
left: Rufous Owl; 
Water lillies in 
Arnhem Land 
billabong; A boab 
tree in Kimberley, 
WA; Rock art in 
Mount Borradaile5
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GENERAL CAPABILITIES: Critical and creative thinking & Ethics

PURPOSE: This activity provides an opportunity for students 
to share their interests or sense of wonder and knowledge 
of life and living in the ‘wild’ Top End by, for example

• imagining they work in the top end region, eg. as a 
scientist, ranger, tourist operator

• taking on the role of a journalist selecting and using 
their knowledge about predators’ roles in food webs 
and interrelationships between predators and prey 
animals to write a newspaper article

• creating a tourist brochure for eco-tours exploring con-
ditions and life in the Top End of Australia at different 
times of year

FOCUS QUESTION: What elements and strategies would help 
make a good story about Australia’s Top End?

What to do:

Working as a class:

1. Hand out Worksheet 4. Discuss the task of creating a 
storyboard and the decisions to be made, including 
choosing a point of view, a topic and possible media 
and approaches to the product.

2. Hand out information sheet People and Wild Places 
and discuss the quotes from the film. Ask students to 
choose which of the characters quoted inter-
ests them most. What makes this interesting to 
you? How do you think the film makers helped 
create this interest?

3. What roles and work types were shown in the 
film and what other jobs might people do in Top 
End parks? Make a list of questions students 
have about top end habitats and inhabitants. 
What might make an interesting topic for a story?
eg What effects does tourism have on the area? 
How might feral species (eg cane toads, buffalo, 
pigs) impact on the area? How important and ef-
fective are crocodile protections? Would you like to 
visit or work in the area?

Working in groups 2-4

4. Ask students to record their own ideas for a story eg
What are you most interested in exploring?
What creatures do you find most interesting?

5.  Search for news stories about Australia’s Top Endand 
explore how they are structured and presented. For 
example extreme weather, seasonal change such as 
storms and heavy rains, burning, hatching of crocodile 
eggs, finding a new frog species, describing an ancient 
art site, tourists coming in contact with crocodiles from 
the perspective of a ranger, a tourist or a crocodile.

Working as a class:

6. Discuss each of the creatures seen in the film 
Australia’s Wild North 3D. What are they called? What 
are the main features of the habitat where they live? 
How do they live? How do we know what we know 
about them? What stories might be told about them?

7. How is the narrative constructed in Australia’s Wild North 
and what makes a story interesting for the students. 
Discuss student ideas about what can create interest in 
factual writing or in drama and role plays. Discuss the ef-
fectiveness of the role on the wall strategy in developing 
ideas and the narration strategy in presenting dramas.

Working in project groups of up to four:

8. Ask groups to negotiate their roles in preparing the 
task and how they think their contributions should be 
assessed. An assessment rubric could be constructed 
with students. This could include the choice of a topic 
and point of view, timeline and allocation of responsi-
bilities for each group member.

9. Reporting and Presenting: When storyboards are com-
plete organise presentations, discussion feedback and 
assessment using negotiated criteria.

Extension Activity: 

Write stories or create and perform plays from the 
storyboards.

A saltwater crocodile 
hatchling emerges 

from his egg

Bungle Bungles, 
Purnululu, WA
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DETAILED NATIONAL 
CURRICULUM LINKS

Biology Aims

Biology aims that may be supported in watching and 
studying this film:

• sense of wonder and curiosity about life and respect 
for all living things and the environment

• understanding of how biological systems interact and 
are interrelated; the flow of matter and energy through 
and between these systems; and the processes by 
which they persist and change

• understanding of major biological concepts, theories 
and models related to biological systems at all scales, 
from subcellular processes to ecosystem dynamics

• appreciation of how biological knowledge has devel-
oped over time and continues to develop; how scien-
tists use biology in a wide range of applications; and 
how biological knowledge influences society in local, 
regional and global contexts

• ability to plan and carry out fieldwork, laboratory and 
other research investigations including the collection 
and analysis of qualitative and quantitative data and 
the interpretation of evidence

• ability to use sound, evidence-based arguments 
creatively and analytically when evaluating claims and 
applying biological knowledge

• ability to communicate biological understanding, find-
ings, arguments and conclusions using appropriate 
representations, modes and genres.

Science

Year 5

Living things have structural features and adaptations that 
help them to survive in their environment (ACSSU043)

Elaborations:
• explaining how particular adaptations help survival 

such as nocturnal behaviour, silvery coloured leaves of 
dune plants

• describing and listing adaptations of living things suited 
for particular Australian environments

• exploring general adaptations for particular environ-
ments such as adaptations that aid water conservation 
in deserts

Year 7

Understanding: There are differences within and between 
groups of organisms; classification helps organise this 
diversity (ACSSU111)

Elaborations:

• considering the reasons for classifying such as identifi-
cation and communication

• grouping a variety of organisms on the basis of similari-
ties and differences in particular features

• classifying using hierarchical systems such as king-
dom, phylum, class, order, family, genus, species

• using scientific conventions for naming species

Interactions between organisms can be described in terms 
of food chains and food webs; human activity can affect 
these interactions (ACSSU112)

Elaborations:
• constructing and interpreting food webs to show rela-

tionships between organisms in an environment
• investigating the effect of human activity on local habi-

tats, such as deforestation, agriculture or the introduc-
tion of new species

Science and technology contribute to finding solutions to a 
range of contemporary issues; these solutions may impact 
on other areas of society and involve ethical considerations 
(ACSHE120)

Year 8

Multi-cellular organisms contain systems of organs that 
carry out specialised functions that enable them to survive 
and reproduce (ACSSU150)

Elaborations:
• identifying the organs and overall function of a sys-

tem of a multicellular organism in supporting the life 
processes

• describing the structure of each organ in a system and 
relating its function to the overall function of the system

• comparing similar systems in different organisms such 
as digestive systems in herbivores and carnivores, 
respiratory systems in fish and mammals

Scientific knowledge changes as new evidence becomes 
available, and some scientific discoveries have significantly 
changed people’s understanding of the world (ACSHE134)

Year 9

Multi-cellular organisms rely on coordinated and interde-
pendent internal systems to respond to changes to their 
environment (ACSSU175)

Ecosystems consist of communities of interdependent or-
ganisms and abiotic components of the environment; mat-
ter and energy flow through these systems (ACSSU176)

Elaborations:
• exploring interactions between organisms such as 

predator/prey, parasites, competitors, pollinators and 
disease

• examining factors that affect population sizes such as 
seasonal changes, destruction of habitats, introduced 
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species
• investigating how ecosystems change as a result of 

events such as bushfires, drought and flooding

The values and needs of contemporary society can influ-
ence the focus of scientific research(ACSHE228)

Links to Ethical Understanding: students develop the 
capacity to form and make ethical judgements in relation 
to experimental science, codes of practice, and the use 
of scientific information and science applications. They 
explore what integrity means in science, and explore and 
apply ethical guidelines in their investigations. They con-
sider the implications of their investigations on others, the 
environment and living organisms.

They use scientific information to evaluate claims and to 
inform ethical decisions about a range of social, environ-
mental and personal issues, for example, land use or the 
treatment of animals.

History

Years 7 Level Description

The ancient world

History from the time of the earliest human communities 
to the end of the ancient period, approximately 60 000 BC 
(BCE) – c.650 AD (CE).

The theory that people moved out of Africa around 60 000 
BC (BCE) and migrated to other parts of the world, includ-
ing Australia (ACOKFH001

Elaboration
• locating Australian indigenous peoples on a timeline 

that includes the major civilisations of the ancient world 
to compare the longevity of each ancient civilisation

Media Arts

Years 5 and 6

Plan, produce and present media artworks for specific 
audiences and purposes using responsible media practice 
(ACAMAM064)

Elaborations
• designing a storyboard that reflects a key scene in a 

sequence; for example, an opening scene of a film that 
shows the important camera angles, transitions, edits, 
voice and soundtrack

• Considering viewpoints – evaluations: For example 
– What cultural images can or cannot be used when 
making and publishing my artwork?

Years 7 and 8

Develop media representations to show familiar or 

shared social and cultural values and beliefs, including 
those of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples 
(ACAMAM067)

Elaboration
discussing and documenting their choices of representa-
tion to strengthen meaning in their media artworks

Years 9 & 10

Manipulate media representations to identify and ex-
amine social and cultural values and beliefs, including 
those of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples 
(ACAMAM074)

Elaboration
exploring cultural, social and environmental issues repre-
sented in the media and re-imagining and remixing alter-
nate versions to present a variety of viewpoints

Links to Ethical Understanding: Students develop their 
understanding of values and ethical principles when inter-
preting and evaluating artworks and their meaning. They 
consider the intellectual, moral and property rights of oth-
ers. In particular, students learn about ethical and cultural 
protocols when engaging with Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Peoples and their histories, cultures and artistic 
practices.

Cross Curriculum Priorities

Sustainability

Key concepts

Systems: the interdependent and dynamic nature of 
systems that support all life on Earth and our collective 
wellbeing.

OI.1 The biosphere is a dynamic system providing condi-
tions that sustain life on Earth.

OI.2 All life forms, including human life, are connected 
through ecosystems on which they depend for their well-
being and survival

General capabilities

Intercultural understanding

Students study the lives, cultures, values and beliefs of 
people within and beyond their familiar world, coming to 
recognise their similarities with other people, and to better 
understand their differences.

This includes learning about the origins and development 
of Australia’s national identity and the forging of its cultural 
heritage. Students recognise the significance of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander Peoples’ histories and cultures, 
past and present.
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FUN FACTS

• Crocodiles have been around for 200 million 
years and are a descendant from the dinosaur 
age:  
https://nt.gov.au/environment/animals/
wildlife-in-nt/crocodiles

• Crocodiles have special eyes that allow them 
to intensify images and see better, even in the 
dark:  
https://nt.gov.au/environment/animals/
wildlife-in-nt/crocodiles

• The biggest crocodile ever caught was 6.4 
metres. It was caught in a net on the Mary 
River in the Northern Territory, Australia: 
https://nt.gov.au/environment/animals/
wildlife-in-nt/crocodiles

• Saltwater Crocodiles were nearly hunted to 
extinction in the 1970’s:  
http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/sprat/
public/publicspecies.pl?taxon_id=1774

• A large croc can exert more than two tonnes 
of pressure with its bite:  
http://www.nttc.com.au/saltwater-crocodile

• Crocodiles have 68 teeth, which are constant-
ly growing back if they are broken off:  
http://www.nttc.com.au/saltwater-crocodile

• There are almost 5,000 different species of 
frogs around the world, with more being dis-
covered all the time:  
https://defenders.org/frogs/basic-facts

• Frogs “drink” by absorbing water through 
their skin:  
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/animals/
amphibians/

• Whistling kites - a type of bird - have been 
observed to start fires by carrying “fire sticks” 
to make an easy meal out of small animals 
trying to run away from the flames:  
http://www.nationalgeographic.com.au/aus-
tralia/why-these-birds-carry-flames-in-their-
beaks.aspx

• The Daintree Rainforest is the oldest rainfor-
est in the world:  
http://www.nationalgeographic.com.au/aus-
tralia/why-these-birds-carry-flames-in-their-
beaks.aspx

• Cape Tribulation is the only place in the world 
where two World Heritage Listed sites meet: 
The Daintree Rainforest and the Great Barrier 
Reef:  
http://www.nationalgeographic.com.au/aus-
tralia/why-these-birds-carry-flames-in-their-
beaks.aspx

RESOURCES
Australia: The Wild Top End 3D IMAX film
World heritage sites Australia: < http://whc.unesco.org/

en/statesparties/au>
Tourism NT: http://www.tourismnt.com.au
Wildlife tourism: <http://www.wildlifetourism.org.au/

about/>
Parks Australia < https://parksaustralia.gov.au/>
Australia’s protected areas <http://environment.gov.au/

land/nrs/about-nrs/australias-protected-areas>
Wet and dry seasons Interactive calendar <https://www.

questacon.edu.au/burarra-gathering/visit-danaja>
Maps <http://www.environment.gov.au/land/nrs/science/

maps-and-data>
Kakadu interactive map < https://www.protectedplanet.

net/kakadu-national-park-world-heritage-site>
Guide to The Kimberley: https://www.australia.com/en/

places/broome-and-surrounds/guide-to-the-kimber-
ley.html

Great Barrier Reef <http://www.environment.gov.au/
marine/gbr>

Daintree Rainforest: http://www.daintreerainforest.com
Saltwater Crocodiles: https://nt.gov.au/environment/

animals/wildlife-in-nt/crocodiles
Australian geographic article on crocs: < http://www.

australiangeographic.com.au/topics/wildlife/2016/03/
welcome-to-croc-country>

Crocodylus Park: https://www.crocodyluspark.com.au
Frog ID Project: https://australianmuseum.net.au/media/

frogid-mr
Rainforests of the world: <https://www.britannica.com/

science/rainforest>
Gondwana rainforest: < https://www.worldwildlife.org/

ecoregions/aa0117>
Biological resources study <http://www.environment.gov.

au/science/abrs>
Environmental problems WWF: <https://wwf.

panda.org/who_we_are/wwf_offices/australia/
environmental_problems_in_australia/>

Croc safety: <http://www.divethereef.com/Guides/
CrocGuidelines.asp>; < https://www.sbs.com.au/
news/interactive-how-likely-is-a-crocodile-attack-in-
australia>

Feral animals in Australia: < http://www.environ-
ment.gov.au/biodiversity/invasive-species/
feral-animals-australia>

Easy Crocodile quiz questions <https://easyscience-
forkids.com/all-about-crocodilians/>

Croc safety < https://www.nt.gov.au/emergency/
community-safety/crocodile-safety-be-crocwise>

Arafura Swamp
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 * WHAT I KNOW/FEEL/
WONDER ABOUT AUSTRALIA: 
THE WILD TOP END 3D

FOCUS QUESTION: When you hear the film title Australia: The 

Wild Top End 3D, what do you know/think/feel?

PURPOSE: to help you engage and develop interest in the topic 
of the film Australia: The Wild Top End 3D

Prior to watching

Record your answers to the following questions in the spaces 
provided:

a. What do you know about the location and size of 
Australia’s Top End? How far do you think it is from where 
you live?

b. What do you think you will see and experience watching a 
film named Australia: The Wild Top End 3D?

c. What do you feel about conservation and protection of 
Australia’s natural habitats?

WORKSHEETS

After watching

Did watching the film change your ideas? Review and revise 
your answers to a. b and c above with a partner. Record any 
changes in your ideas in a different colour pen.

What do you know/think/feel about scientific research after 
watching? List at least two of your ideas:

Draw a sketch of a crocodile, snake or frog each of the boxes 
below: What is the same and what is different about the two 
drawings?

THINKING ABOUT ATTITUDES: What do you think influences your 
and other people’s attitudes towards predators, including 
crocodiles? After watching the film, what would you now 
wonder or want to know about Australia’s Top End?

I wonder/feel...

I want to know...

Scientifically accurate drawing Artistically expressive (creative, realistic, impressionistic or abstract)

Cooper Creek Inlet, Daintree 
National Park, Queensland

Worksheet 

1
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FOCUS QUESTION: What would you need to know about before 
visiting the wild Top End?

PURPOSE: This quiz is intended to help you explore your ideas 
about life in the Top End.

1. Seasons in the Top End of the Northern Territory are 
generally known as the wet and the dry. There is also the 
‘build up’, a period before the wet season that brings 
high humidity and clouds but no rain. The build up usually 
starts in which month?
a. April    b. July    c. October
Our idea/question:

2. Saltwater crocodiles live in which areas of the Northern 
Territory (NT)?
a. freshwater only
b. saltwater only
c. both fresh and saltwater areas 
Our idea/question:

3. When in the north of Australia, always clean fish
a. as soon as they are caught to reduce the risk of 

poisoning
b. away from creek and riverbanks for safety
c. straight into the water to provide food for the wildlife
Our idea/question:

4. Most fatal crocodile attacks in the Australia in the past 20 
years have occurred when
a. people have entered the water outside of designated 

swimming areas
b. crocodiles entered tents where people are sleeping in 

camping grounds
c. people take risks when hunting them.
Our idea/question:

Worksheet 

2

 * THAT’S WILD QUIZ: WHAT VISITORS SHOULD(?) 
KNOW ABOUT THE WILD TOP END

A saltwater (estuarine) crocodile
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5. Saltwater crocodiles were listed as protected after being 
hunted almost to extinction in what year?
a. 1971    b. 1991    c. 2011
Our idea/question:

6. The population of crocodiles in the far north is now esti-
mated in the wild to be between.
a. 10 000 and 20 000 
b. 100 000 and 200 000 
c. 100 000 000 and 200 000 000
Our idea/question:

7. What is the estimated percentage of Australia’s biodiver-
sity not yet discovered and described by science?
a. about 25%     b. about 50%    c. about 75%
Our idea/question:

8. Kakadu, which was inscribed as a World Heritage National 
Park in 1981, is located in the tropical north of Australia, 
130 kilometres east of Darwin. It is the largest terrestrial 
national park in Australia. What is the size of the protected 
area?
a. about 10 000 square kilometres
b. nearly 20, 000 square kilometres*
c. more than 30, 000 square kilometres
Our idea/question:

9. Predators are defined as
a. any large animal
b. any living thing that eats other animals

c. an animal that kills and eats other animals*
Our idea/question:

10. Baby crocodiles
a. are born male when the temperature of incubation is 

high*
b. are born female when the temperature of incubation is 

high
c. incubation temperature does not influence the sex of 

the crocodile
Our idea/question:

Extension Activity

Create a quiz or other game based on an aspect of biology 
and/or conservation of a species of your choice eg croco-
diles, frogs, snakes, turtles, marsupials, birds of prey, flight-
less birds, spiders.

Above L-R: A saltwater (estuarine) crocodile;  
Aerial view of Arnhem Land at dawn

Croc farmer Joe Wilson in the Northern 
Territory on a croc egg collecting mission
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 * WHO EATS 
WHO: TOP END 
FOOD CHAINS 
AND WEBS

THE TASK: Create top end food chains 
and webs

FOCUS QUESTION: Who eats who in the 
top end ecosystems?

PURPOSE: To help you explore, explain 
and elaborate on your understandings 
of the various ways scientists repre-
sent species feeding interactions.

Working by yourself:

1. Use the space below the pictures 
on the right to record:
a. the name or type of the animal 

pictured (group and/or com-
mon or scientific name).

b. a list of things you think this 
creature might eat

c. what you think might eat the 
creature

Working with a partner 
or in a group:

2. Use the information above and 
further research if needed to help 
you create a diagram using draw-
ings and/or words to show a food 
chain connecting three of the living 
things listed above.

3. Construct a full page food web 
showing the feeding relationships 
between all of the six creatures il-
lustrated above (like a spider web). 
Include other living things that 
might be found in their habitats. 
Add as many living things into your 
diagram as you need to complete 
the web.

4. What impacts might an introduced 
(feral) species have on your food 
web eg cane toads.

Extension Activity

- Write a short summary of the use-
fulness of showing interactions as 
food chains and webs. What does 
each show well and not show so 
well? or;

- How important do you think it is to 
keep exploring and learning more 
about these relationships?

a.

b.

c.

a.

b.

c.

a.

b.

c.

a.

b.

c.

a.

b.

c.

a.

b.

c.

Worksheet 
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 *  A CLOSER LOOK AT 
CONSERVATION ISSUES

THE TASK: To create and present a short report about the nature, 
threats and conservation values of one area within the top end 
parks, as seen in Australia: The Wild Top End 3D eg a small 
section of Kakadu, The Great Barrier Reef or the Kimberley.

FOCUS QUESTIONS: What do you think should be protected in 
Top End ecosystems? How might land and marine ecosys-
tems be better protected? What threats do conservation 
areas face today?

PURPOSE: Elaborating understandings about Top End environ-
ments and their conservation values

Working as a class:

1. What do you know about National Parks and their selec-
tion and conservational values? What do you think is 
important to protect in Kakadu, the Kimberley region and 
the Great Barrier Reef?

2. Discuss threats to Top End ecosystems that might help 
direct their research
- Climate change:
- Pollution:
- Coastal development and Industrialisation:
- Feral species.

Working in groups of 2-4:

3. What value to you place on conservation? Give a one 
sentence response to the questions below:
a) Why should we work to protect Top End 

environments?
b) What is important about the tropical north of Australia?
c) Do you think some areas should be set aside as re-

serves and protected from human use?
d) What level/s of protection do you think natural habitats 

should be given?

4. Negotiate your task: What is a report? Discuss what 
goes into report writing. What is involved? How might a 
short report on an area within Australia’s wild north be 
structured? Thinking about topics: What area/s within the 
top end are important for their ecology and conservation 
values. What area or issues are important to you?

5. Develop a work contract for the project, including task de-
tails such as the chosen area, format, class time needed, 
group member roles, word length, assessment criteria and 
how the report will be shared with others. You can negoti-
ate to work individually, with a partner or in groups of four.
NB You must make sure you sign an agreed contract 
before commencing the report.

6. Select and use information from acknowledged sources to 
create your report in your agreed format. Your final report 
must include the location of the area on a map, details of 
the ecology and conservation values and specific threats 
to conservation of that area.

Extension Activity

Create a class display about the Wild Top End from the 
information gathered.

Worksheet 

4

Aerial of Cooper Creek 
Inlet, Daintree National 
Park, Queensland
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 * PEOPLE AND WILD PLACES: 
CREATE A STORYBOARD

THE TASK: Create a short storyboard for a story about the Top 
End from the perspective of one or more of the life forms 
or humans living there. Your storyboard could be a plan for 
a newspaper article, graphic factual book, creative writing 
fictional account, PowerPoint presented, scripted interview 
or role play. It might focus on one or more events set in the 
Kimberley region, Kakadu or on the Great Barrier Reef.

PURPOSE: This culminating activity provides you with an op-
portunity to expand and elaborate on the knowledge, inter-
ests and values you have developed through studying the 
‘wild’ Top End.

FOCUS QUESTION: What would make a good story about 
Australia’s wild north?

What to do:

1. Point of view: You need to decide on the point of view 
the story will be told from. You might take the point of 
view of:
• a traditional owner sharing their knowledge
• a crocodile searching for food
• a ranger talking to the tourists about safety and 

crocodiles,
• a scientist sharing their research project,
• a tourist being interviewed for a film or news report 

after a close encounter with wildlife or extreme natural 
events,

• talking to a friend about your recent trip to Australia’s 
top end and what you saw of the people who work 
there

• a conservationist pointing to an issue
• a documentary film maker involved in making of 

Australia’s top end
2. Record your ideas about a topic, the point of view and 

the medium your storyboard will present: Who would you 
choose to be? (scientist, ranger, crocodile etc)

What are you most interested in exploring? (parks, croco-
dile life cycles, tourism)

 What events in Australia’s Wild North 3D did you find 
most interesting?

3.  Search for news stories about north Australia and explore 
how they are presented. For example extreme weather, 
seasonal change such as storms and heavy rains, burn-
ing, hatching of crocodile eggs, finding a new frog spe-
cies, describing an ancient art site, tourists coming in 
contact with crocodiles.

4. How is the narrative constructed in the film Australia: The 
Wild Top End 3D? What makes any story interesting for 
an audience? What can create interest in stories, whether 
factual writing, drama and film?

5. Before commencing the task: Discuss the task requirements 
that will be fulfilled and clarify the decisions to be made.

6. Reporting and Presenting: When you complete your sto-
ryboard presentations,assess the tasks using negotiated 
criteria.
List your choice of topic, point of view, the storyboard for-
mat, intended product, individual responsibilities, timeline 
and assessment criteria.

7. Share task specifications with the class to create an agreed 
assessment rubric for the task. NB You are to carry out the 
construction of the storyboard only after the task require-
ments and how they will be assessed are agreed to.

Worksheet 
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From top: Arnhem Land at dawn; Daintree Rainforest; 
Indigenous Australians use traditional burning 
practices to regenerate fauna
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Information sheet Activity 5  
People and Wild Places

Wetland habitat

“Deep in these gullies down here there are wet micro 

climates, areas of habitat that are just like the Jurassic, and 

there will be creatures down there that nobody has ever 

seen. JODI ROWLEY: 01:07:21

The Arnhem Land escarpment is like going back in time. 

Each little bit of wet habitat is like an island in a sea of dry 

savannah. So every patch that you go to that has water you 

will find a whole different group of frogs and, and some-

times frogs that are only going to be found in that river 

system.”  
JODI ROWLEY: 01:11:11

Crocodiles

“It was dark, it was late night and I went down to the wa-

ter’s edge to get water and I assumed it had no salt water 

crocodiles in it. It was way up in the middle of nowhere. It 

just happened that deep waterhole had a very hungry male 

in it and umm it was a mistake.  

01:16:46 JOE WILSON:

Crocodiles are extremely protective of their young.”  
01:23:12

Human inhabitants

“My people all around this country have the deepest re-

spect for the natural world and if you look around you you’ll 

notice how well my ancestors cared for this country. You 

mob have temples and cathedrals. Nature is our church. 

Our most important law is to look after the land. It’s a gift to 

you and me. We don’t own it. We belong to it.”  
01:31:33 TOM LEWIS

Frogs

“It’s not unusual to find new species in this part of the 
world. It’s kind of ridiculous. You think that we would know 

what is in our backyards but we still don’t. So especially 

with frogs and reptiles we think at the moment that around 

20% of all the frogs and reptile species in Australia are 

undescribed.” 
01:11:48 JODI ROWLEY:

Gondwana forests

“This forest once covered half the land surface of the world.

The forest here is also home to some twelve thousand 

insects and spider species. 

01:36:54; 01:37:49

Pictured: Balang Lewis; The night 
sky from the Kimberley, WA
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This study guide was produced by ATOM. (© ATOM 2018)  
ISBN: 978-1-76061-193-4 editor@atom.org.au

To download other study guides,  
plus thousands of articles on Film as Text,  

Screen Literacy, Multiliteracy and Media Studies,  
visit <http://theeducationshop.com.au>.

Join ATOM’s email broadcast list for invitations to  
free screenings, conferences, seminars, etc.  

Sign up now at <http://www.metromagazine.com.au/email_list/>.

Sunrise over termite mounds, 
Arnham Land
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